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CORRIGENDUM NO. 1

EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDANCE FOR
AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS INVOLVING DANGEROUS GOODS

The following amendments are approved by the Secretary General and should be incorporated into the 2013-2014 Edition of the Emergency Response Guidance for Aircraft Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods (Doc 9481):

In Section 4, Table 4-2, page 38, Lithium ion batteries, UN 3480, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.

In Section 4, Table 4-2, page 39, Lithium ion batteries contained in equipment, UN 3481, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.

In Section 4, Table 4-2, page 39, Lithium ion batteries packed with equipment, UN 3481, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.

In Section 4, Table 4-3, page 84, Lithium ion batteries, UN 3480, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.

In Section 4, Table 4-3, page 84, Lithium ion batteries contained in equipment, UN 3481, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.

In Section 4, Table 4-3, page 84, Lithium ion batteries packed with equipment, UN 3481, replace Drill Code “9FZ” with “9F”.
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